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Who are we?
• Designer Contracts are the UK’s largest
flooring contractor, supplying and installing
nationally.

Who we
deal with…
Residential Housebuild
Social Housing
Local Authorities
Housing Associations
Education
Commercial Offices
Healthcare
Leisure
Managing Agents

Our Focus on Sustainability..
As a company we strive to be a greener more environmentally friendly
organisation. We are always looking for ways to improve our green
credentials. We already recycle all of our paper, polythene and cardboard.
Despite effective planning there is always an element of carpet waste in
what we do and due to the volume of properties we deal with and the
carpet we fit, we had to look at a way of recycling our waste. Previously,
fitters would bring back carpet waste after their days fits and it would be
disposed of in a general waste skip and then sent to landfill.
Before I began my new role with Designer Contracts at the start of January
this year, there were already processes in place for our outlets of waste
carpet which was working well for the company to negate the need for
skipping and landfill however as we are always looking for ways to improve
as a company, we implemented this year a new way of looking at it, by
recording and creating some analysis of our figures and volumes so we can
begin to see a pattern or areas where would come improve.
What we found was something very unexpected !....

2019 Analysis
New real accuracy begins to highlight how much we
produce, from what regions, how often, how

many and how frequently ! Our staff record it
On arrival which then gives us a pattern

We now can negotiate and arrange accurate times for
collections / removal of our baled carpet waste.
Based on our recording, we can give our onward
recycling companies true realistic quantities and how
frequent they can be collected.

Better still !...
Now we know how
often we have a full
load or part load we
can begin to look at
ways to include it
within our own
transport routes to
our regions to deliver
the waste recycled
bales to save on
collection charges

This opened a new opportunity

1

• We could save/earn
when delivering

2

• We didn’t need to increase costs because
knowing the frequency we could plan this in to
our existing routes on our own vehicles

3

• We found an outlet for our carpet who pay us
a per-ton rebate in the same county area as
one of our regular collections we make from
our supplier

So we now have each week…
•
•
•
•

A new regular run
Delivers on his way
Collects in return
Benefits the
company with a
weekly/monthly
and annual
saving/earning

OUR WHOLE GROUP
OF REGIONS NOW
HELPING

How we move it
Helping us , are our 15 regional centres across the UK who send
us their returned carpet waste back in recycling bags, palletized
and bundled ready for baling back at our Distribution Centre site
in Kettering. They realise that by assisting how they load it to us,
when it comes back, it helps us with the recording accuracy and
with time and motion with our staffing levels

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

To conclude…
•

Each year we have filled and returned approx. at an average of 250 tonnes of
carpet that we have successfully diverted from landfill and converted back into
outlets for the carpet to be re-used, for things in the equestrian industry as well
being re-made in to other products such as underlay.

•

Despite it being an extremely challenging project in terms of regional and fitter
buy-in, we are delighted and extremely proud to now have an established
recycling scheme in place. Being able to track waste is now a necessity for many
and our target market are becoming more aware of social responsibility. We are
delighted to be able to provide a green solution to all of our customers in terms
of recycling their carpet waste. Any future units to be opened will have
sufficient space to be able to store carpet waste for recycling. Not only have we
have been able to take advantage of the cost savings as a result but we have
shown that as the UK’s largest flooring contractor we are serious about the
environment and the impact we have on it.

Returned waste through the year

Working Toward Totally Green
Totally Green
Get
Experienced
and accurate
Record and
Detail our
waste
Diverted from landfill plus savings earned each year
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